phantom definition of phantom by merriam webster - noun the book is about the phantoms that are said to haunt the nation's cemeteries the crisis is merely a phantom made up by the media adjective people claim to have seen a phantom ship floating on the lake a number of ballots from phantom voters had to be thrown out, phantom define phantom at dictionary com - noun an apparition or specter an appearance or illusion without material substance as a dream image mirage or optical illusion a person or thing of merely illusory power status efficacy etc the phantom of fear, phantom definition of phantom by the free dictionary - 2 the visible representation of something abstract esp as appearing in a dream or hallucination phantoms of evil haunted his sleep, phantom scalable interoperable private blockchain - phantom chain is an open source blockchain that focuses on creating a privacy layer that enables encrypted smart contracts on a decentralized network, phantom auto autonomous vehicle safety technology - phantom auto s teleoperation safety technology enables a remote human operator to drive an autonomous vehicle av when the av cannot drive autonomously allowing for the safe testing and deployment of avs phantom auto s teleoperation safety solution includes 1 low latency vehicle communication